The Industry 4.0 paradox
Overcoming disconnects on the path to
digital transformation

Deloitte Consulting LLP’s Supply Chain and Manufacturing Operations practice helps companies
understand and address opportunities to apply Industry 4.0 technologies in pursuit of their business objectives. Our insights into additive manufacturing, the Internet of Things, and analytics
enable us to help organizations reassess their people, processes, and technologies in light of
advanced manufacturing practices that are evolving every day.
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The perceived accessibility of digital technologies seems to continually influence talent perceptions.
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FIGURE 1

Respondents who consider technology to be a crucial part of their daily role are
also more conﬁdent that their organization has the right talent in place
How involved are you personally in using or overseeing the use of digital transformation/Industry
4.0–driven technologies on a day-to-day basis?

My organization has exactly the workforce and skillset it needs to support digital transformation.
1 or 2: These technologies are not an integral part of my daily role
43%

3
78%

4
87%

5: These technologies are a crucial part of my daily role
92%
Source: Deloitte Industry 4.0 investment survey, 2018.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

usability as an area of focus. Research shows that

implementing digital technologies, the more likely

technology implementations fail rarely because the
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Nearly 17 percent of respondents recognize that
user interface design talent is needed but not budgeted for—1.85x higher than the next-highest need.
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TABLE 1

demand for greater accessibility to these capabili-

Concerns about talent appear to grow as
organizations realize greater return on
investment due to digital
transformation

ties throughout the organization.
There is good news: Executives can help unlock
these digital capabilities by collaborating directly
with front-line leadership. In discussing your digital
technology needs, consider these three facets of

Respondents Respondents
reporting reporting
moderate or signiﬁcant
lower ROI
ROI
Total respondents that
indicated ﬁnding,
training, and
retaining the
right talent is a
challenge
Percentage of
total

50

69

31%

39%

talent:
• Build these capabilities with, not for
your employees. These technologies tend to
work best when they are built collaboratively
with their business users rather than for them.9
Employees that are not fully immersed in the
digital integration process may react with a level
of skepticism (or confusion) to its benefits.
• Hire for design. Better user interface design
can act as the channel to greater employee
engagement with these digital technologies.
Further, the more intuitive the design, typically
the less need for finding new talent with greater
technical skills. This is especially important as
many of our respondents indicated that user
design talent is an unbudgeted need.

Source: Deloitte Industry 4.0 investment survey, 2018.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

an Industry 4.0 society—and ensuing workforce—
requires a broader approach that facilitates better,
more user-friendly collaboration between humans

• Sustaining success requires continual
investment in talent development. If accessibility is the linchpin to adoption, leaders
may need to continually ensure that their people
have the right tools in place to use and interact
with these enhanced features. Encouragingly,
these trends in accessibility and design suggest
that organizations may be better suited in investing in training and talent that make these
technologies more engaging rather than opting
for a wholesale change in personnel and skill
sets. These upfront investments can extend the
reach of these technologies throughout the organization—in a more sustainable manner.

and machines.7
These high-ROI organizations may see talent as
the means to both sustain and elevate their digital
technologies to new levels of sophistication. As
during the formative years of the PC, better design
can unlock the technical capabilities already in
place. Recently, GE has placed a premium on
design as products such as jet engines and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) machines are now part
of digital ecosystems, and ease of assimilation and
usage are paramount to successful adoption.8

A clearer talent picture

With a focus on accessibility, organizations can
better use and upskill their existing employee talent

Indeed, the ever-present need for better, more

to interact with and unlock the full capabilities of

skilled talent isn’t going away. Instead, the in-

Industry 4.0 technologies.

creased appetite for digital technologies is fueling a
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